
MnROAD Phase III Topics

Asphalt Technologies Topics

AVERAGE 

SURVEY 

POINTS

High rated topics

Longitudinal joint construction performance (Sources of deterioration; construction 

innovations, pavement preservation approaches). 8.0

High recycled asphalt mixtures (Balance performance, economics, constructability, 

innovative uses of recycled materials. Build from work done in Illinois, Wisconsin).
7.9

Design, construction, and performance of thin surfacing layer alternatives in cold climates 

(Design, construction, performance in terms of friction, noise, and LCC benefit of UTBWC, 

4.75 mm, 9.5 mm, etc.) 7.8

Rehabilitation of asphalt roadways with HMA overlays (Surface prep, Texas underseals, 

performance tests. Include UTBWC. Evaluate 2361 HMA

thin surface seal with spray paver application to address past debonding issues).
7.8

Asphalt mixture characteristics (AFT, DCT, fatigue, E*, APA/HWTT, etc. can/will be used to 

predict pavement performance). 7.7

Full-depth reclamation (Stabilized and unstabilized, sensitivity of performance to in place 

materials characteristics, additive types, mix design, add rock, etc. Optimal design balance 

between FDR base and surfacing thicknesses). 7.4

Asphalt aging (Effective methods to delay, and mitigate, the effects asphalt mix aging, 

benefits to LCC). 7.4

Lower rated topics

Rehabilitation of concrete roadways with HMA overlays (surface prep before overlay 

construction with thin and thick overlays). 7.3

Tack coats (innovative alternatives, approach with higher RAP/RAS mixes, performance 

impacts). 7.1

Rehabilitation of concrete roadways with HMA overlays (crack/seat or rubblization 

methods). 6.9

High strength asphalt layers (technologies to producer higher strength HMA layers 

including use of chemicals and fiber reinforcement, impact on design and performance).
6.5

Identify asphalt mix additives that aid in compaction (additives or construction 

technologies that can be used to achieve higher density in the field). 6.4

Surface characteristics HMA (further study based on results of Phase II). 6.3

Field validation of cells built for different modes of cracking (evaluate mechanisms and 

performance relative to fatigue, thermal, reflective, and top-down cracking).
6.3

Cold mix asphalt (improvements to produce high quality HMA mixes). 6.2

Warm mix asphalt (research relative to chemical and foaming technologies, tie to LTPP 

and NTPEP). 6.2

Verification of pavement designs using limit strain concept and high modulus layers.
5.5

Porous HMA pavement rehabilitation options (best practices for rehabilitation of porous 

pavements). 4.7
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Porous HMA new pavements (follow-up to Phase II work, advances in technology, long-

term performance) 4.5

New topics (includes initial survey, subcommittees, and Peer Exchange)

Construction and performance of pavement using central plant mixed bituminous with 

foamed asphalt (Eastern states are successfully constructing with these mixes. Evaluate 

performance at high and low traffic levels, final surfacing alternatives).

Rehab of PCC using thick HMA overlays (Performance and LCC of highly modified or high 

strength mixtures, head to head with similar thickness of concrete overlay. Can the 

envelope be expanded with this rehab technique).

Paving fabrics in HMA overlays (Design, construction, and performance using 

geosynthetics as part of an overlay project).

Innovative production of asphalt mixtures (Are there opportunities to demonstrate and/or 

evaluate new technologies in this area? Recent advances have been made in asphalt 

chemistry, RAP processing and incorporation, and plant output, among other things. 

Emphasize the valuable renewable asset represented by our nations asphalt roadways).

Recycling usage in Minnesota RAP/ RAS (Other states using increased percentages in 

shoulders. Innovations and alternate incorporation approaches).

Implement improved 100% coverage QC/QA tools to minimize construction defects.

Performance of warm mix pavements designed and constructed with asphalt foam 

manifolds.

Laboratory and field performance of sustainable asphalt mixtures (With the need to utilize 

existing materials to support sustainability there are questions as to how well a pavement 

system will perform when using higher percentages of RAP and RAS. Asphalt mixture 

characteristics (AFT, DCT, fatigue, E*, APA/HWTT, etc.) will be used to predict pavement 

performance. Develop fatigue testing to characterize the fatigue life of the mixture. 

Construct test section(s) at MnROAD to determine impact on performance of using high 

recycled materials on high traffic, cold weather pavement system. The study will 

determine which combination of mixture characteristics has on optimum performance 

life).
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